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Reference [ 1 ] contains two mistakes. First, Lemma 3 is erroneous. That 
lemma was used only in the proof of Lemma 4. In the first section we 
provide a new proof of Lemma 4. The second mistake occurs in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Tn fact this theorem is not valid: in the second section we show 
that PSL,(17) is a quotient of A’. Hence ]I, Theorem 21 is in error and the 
assertion made in the note added in proof remains in doubt. 
In Section 3 we prove two general theorems about locally w-transitive 
subgroups of Aut r,., . As a consequence we obtain that every nontrivial 
normal subgroup N of A ’ admits two decompositions 
N= N, *,v,, Nz = N, *,\rTa NJ, I 
where [N,:N,,]=[N,:N,,]=3 and [N,:N,,]=[N,:N,,j=8. IfN#A’, 
then the groups Ni (1 < i < 4) are free groups. In a special case we have 
A’/N = PSL,(17), and then the ranks of these free groups are 
r(N,) = r(Nz) = 6 13, rfN,,) = 1837, 
r(N3) = r(N,) = 103, r(NJ = 817. 
By invoking a result of Stebe [3] we infer that our group A (and also A’) 
is residually finite. 
1. CORRECTION 
We shall use freely the notations from [ 11. Since Lemma 3 is in error we 
have to provide a new proof of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 4. The action of A on r, is w-transitive. 
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Proof. The endpoints of the edge e = A, of l-s are the vertices v ’ = A, 
and v- = CA,. The graph r, - {e) splits into two connected components: r,+ 
containing v + and r; containing v -. We shall denote by 0, the set of al 
vertices in I-,+ whose distance from v+ is k. Observe that ] Qk ] = 7k for all k. 
We already know that A is l-transitive on r,. Hence in order to show that it 
is s-transitive for some s > 2 it suffices to show that the subgroup of A fixing 
some (s - 1)-arc (vO, 21r ,..., v -J permutes transitively the seven vertices 
adjacent to v,_, and distinct from ZI,-~. Note that the fixer of the 
l-arc (v-, v’) is A,n cA,c = M. We shall denote by M(k) the permutation 
group induced by M on the set 52,. The canonical epimorphism M + M(k) 
wiII be denoted by Qk. 
From the defining relations of A given in [ 1, (l)] (see also, the formulas 
on p. 262 of that paper) we easily obtain that 
xc2 = (ab)2 x, xb = bx2, xab = abax2, xba = abx’, 
(1.1) 
xbab = ax, xaba = bax2, x(ab)2 = babx, 
and 
xac = (ab)2 cx’, xbc = bcx, xabc = abacx, 
xbac = abcx, xabac = bacx. xbabc = acx2, 
x(ab)’ c = babcx2, yac = bcy, yabc = bacy, 
(1.2) 
yabac = babcy, y(ab)2 c = (ab)’ cy. 
Let F = (0, l,..., 6) be the finite field Z/(7). We label the seven elements 
dc, where d runs through nontrivial elements of the dihedral group A,, , by 
the elements of F as follows: 
0 = bat, 1 = bc, 2 = (ab)’ c, 3 = ac, 
(1.3) 
4 = abc, 5 = babe, 6 = abac. 
With this notation formulas (1.2) can be rewritten as 
x0 = 4x, xl = lx, x2 = 5x2, x3 = 2x2, x4 = 6x, x5 = 3x2, 
x6 = Ox, J’O = 4y, 4’1 = 3y, y2 = 2y, J’5 = 6y. (1.4) 
For the sake of simplicity we shall use i E F also to denote the coset iA,; 
the context wil make clear which meaning of i is used. Thus the seven 
vertices in Q, are 
0 = bacA,, 1 = bcA,, 2 = (ab)’ CA,“, 3 = acA,, 
(1.5) 
4 = abcA,, 5 = babcA,, 6 = abacA,v. 
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From (1.4) we obtain that 
h(x) = WW53), h(v) = (04)(13W), 
Q,(yx) = (132645), #,(yx*) = (136052). (1.6) 
#,(yxyx*) = (0123456). 
Since M(1) is generated by 4,(x) and 4,(y) and these two elements 
normalize the cyclic group of order 7 generated by #r(y~yx’), we conclude 
that M(I) is the sharply doubly transitive group on .Q, ; in particular, 
/M(l)1 = 42. 
If i, j E F, then ij will also have two meanings: first it is the product of the 
elements i and j given by (1.3); and second, it denotes the coset ijA,.. Using 
the latter meaning we have Q, = {ij: i, j E F). 
From (1.4) one obtains the formulas 
yxo = oyx, yxl = 3yx, yx2 = 6y,u*, yx3 = 2yx?, 
yx4 = 5JX, J’xs = lJ?c’, yx6 = 4y~, 
yx*o = 5yx2, yx* 1 = 3yx’, yx*2 = lyx. yx’3 = 6yx, 
(1.7) 
yx24 = 4yx*, yx25 = 2yx, yx’6 = Owyx2, 
and also the formulas 
4*(x) = (00,44,66)(01,41,61)(02,45,63)(03,42, 65) 
(04,46, 60)(05,43,62)(06,40,64)(10, 14, 16) 
(12, 15, 13)(20, 56, 34)(21, 51, 31)(22,53, 35) 
(23,55,32)(24,50, 36)(25,52,33)(26,54,30), (1.8) 
4*(y) = (00,44)(01,43)(02,42)(03,41)(04,40)(05,46)(06,45)(10, 34) 
(11, 33)(12, 32)(13, 31)(14, 30)(15,36)(16, 35)(20, 24)(21, 23) 
(25, 26)(50, 64)(51, 63)(52, 62)(53, 61)(54, 60)(55, 66)(56, 65). 
(1.9) 
Note that #*(y)(ij) = 4 - i, 4 -j. 
Let E be the elementary Abelian group of order 7’ generated by disjoint 7- 
cycles ok (k E F), where ok fixes all vertices ij with i # k and sends kj to 
k, j + 1 for all j E F. We shall view E as an F-vector space. By using (1.8) 
and (1.9) it is easy to compute the conjugates 
a; = q&(x) CJj d*(x) 1 and 
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they are 
u;=u, -3 ) uJI=u, -3 ) U;=Uj, 2 a; =u2, 2 
0; = q3, CT;=& -3 a; =uo ; 
u;=u, -1 ) uN 1 =u-l 3 3 uy=u, -1 ) uS’=u, -1 , 
(1.10) 
u!l=u-l ‘l 0 3 a; =u,p, 0; =a,‘. 
Hence E is stable under the conjugation action of M(2) and we may view it 
as an M(2) module. Let Z (resp.y7) be the linear transformation of E 
associated to #2(x) (resp. #2(~‘)) by this representation. Thus Z(ui) = a; and 
-?(ui) = 0;. The subspace E, of E with basis 
e, 2 = u,u3u4uju6, 3 3 2 e2=uouIu2u3 2 -1 06 -2 , e3 = u~~~;‘~~‘~~‘~~’ 
(1.11) 
is M(2)-invariant. Indeed we have 
Z(e,> = e,, x’(e2) = e; ‘e; ‘, 2(e3) = ef e; ‘e, ; 
965) = e3, y(e2) = ef e; ‘ei , .F@,)=e,. 
Using formula (1.8) and (1.9) we find that 
q42(y~yx2) = (00, 12,23,36,45, 56, 64, 
05, 11,26, 35,43, 54,62, 
03, 10, 22, 34,41,52, 60, 
01, 16,25,33,46, 50, 65, 
06, 15,21, 32,44, 55, 63, 
04, 14, 24, 31,42, 53, 61, 
02, 13,20, 30,40, 5 1, 66), 
~2(x2yxy) = (00,23,45,60, 10, 36, 51, 
03,22,41, 63, 15,34, 54, 
06,21,44,66, 13,32,50, 
02,20,40,62, 11, 30,53, 
05, 26,43, 65, 16, 35, 56, 
01, 25,46, 61, 14, 33, 52, 
04, 24,42, 64, 12, 31, 55), 
(1.12) 
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and consequently, 
$2(yxyx2)7 = eF3e;*, (62((yxyx2)-2 x’yxy) = e,. (1.13) 
From (1.12) and (1.13) we conclude that E, (I M(2). Let 
T = ($,(JJxJTx’), E,  and note that (1.13) 
d2Wi Q2iY-w2) 42(x) = ~2(x2.Y-w>~ 
implies that ~z(xzy.xy) E T. Since 
we have #2(x))’ Tg),(x) = T. In 
particular !b(-wY~> = #2(x)-’ 42~~~2YKY) 42(x) (5 T. Since 
&( y) $*( yxyx’ j 4*(y) = #2(xyx2y) = #2(xyxyx) $2(x’yxy) E T, we infer that 
ti2(y) T&(y) = T. Thus we have shown that T -==z M(2). Since 
[&(Jz), #2(x)] = $2( yxyx’) E T, M(2)/T is Abelian and so it is a cyclic group 
of order 6. In conclusion, we have shown that 
1 --t E,+M(2)-tM(l)+ 1 (1.14) 
is a short exact sequence. We can show that T does not split over E, and so 
this equence does not split, but we shall not need this fact in the sequel. 
We infer from (1.14) that if z E M and #i(z) = 1, then &(z)’ = 1. Since A
is l-transitive on r,, we conclude that A has the following basic proper&y: If 
u E A fixes a vertex v and all its eight neighbours, then u’ fixes all vertices at 
distance 2 from V. By an obvious induction proof this implies that if u E A 
fixes a vertex z’ and all its eight neighbours, then u’* fixes all vertices at 
distance k + 1 from u. 
In particular, using (1.6), we conclude that the element 
Zk = (yxyx2 y 
fixes each vertex at distance k from v+. Since A acts faithfuily on r, there 
exists a vertex u such that zk(u) # v. Choose such u which is closest to D+ 
and let (vO, u, ,..., vs) be the unique arc joining vO = z’  to v, = L’. By the 
choice of v we know that zk fixes the (s - l)-arc (u,, u,,..., u -,) and so 
s > k. The basic property of A implies that zi fixes all neighbours of v,- i. 
Since zk(u) # v, this implies that zk permutes cyclicahy the seven neighbours 
of 2),-l different from u,-~. As observed in the beginning of this proof, this 
implies that A is s-transitive on r,. Since s > k and k is arbitrary, we
conclude that A is O-transitive on r,. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
2. RETRACTION 
The claim made in the proof of Theorem 1 that the group X, is l-regular 
on r, is incorrect. The possibility that X, may equal X was overlooked. 
Using the defining relations of A it is easy to verify that there is a 
homomorphism IJ.K A + PGL,( 17) such that 
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We have v’-‘@‘X,(17))= (A’,J~) and &4’)=PSL,(17). Hence [l, 
Theorems 1 and 21 are not valid and the claim made in the note added in 
proof remains in doubt. 
3. ADDENDA 
Let L,, denote a tree whose vertex set Q is a disjoint union of Q+ and 
a each edge has one endpoint in 0, and the other in QR, and every 
vertex in 0, (resp. Q-) is incident with exactly m (resp. n) edges. We shall 
write r,,, = r,,,, .Note that r,,, z r, m and that r,,r,2 is isomorphic to the 
barycentric subdivision fr,,, (see [2, p. 141 for the definition). 
Let Aut’(r,,,) be the subgroup of Aut r,,,,, which preserves the sets Q+ 
and QR_. Clearly, Aut’(r,,,) = Aut(T,,,) if m # n and Aut+(r,J has index 
2 in Aut(T,J. We shall say that a subgroup G of Aut + (r,,,) is LocaZZ~ w- 
transitive if for each s (0 <s < co) it permutes transitively the s arcs 
(Q, vi ,..., v,) of r,,, such that +, E -R+ . It is easy to see that such G also 
permutes transitively thes arcs (uO, v, ,..., v ) such that L’~ E a-. 
THEOREM 1. Let G < Aut ’ (T,,,J; m, n > 3; be locally w-transitive and 
{I} # N a G. Then N is also locally w-transitive. 
ProoJ Let (vO, u ,,..., us) and (VA, vi ,..., vi) be two s-arcs in r,,,, with 
u,, = v( and s 2 1. By [4, Proposition 3.41 there exists a doubly infinite path 
( . . . . MJL,, wo, w, ,...) an d an element u E N such that u(wi) = )vitk for some 
fixed k > 1 and all i E Z. By shifting the indices by 1 (if necessary) we may 
assume that wg and L’,, belong to the same of the two parts Q, and D _ . 
Since G is locally w-transitive and 112, tz> 3, there exists z f G such that 
Z(VV~) = ~1~ for 0 < i < s and z(w_,) # ~1;. Set U, = ZUZ-’ and ui = z(bvi) for 
all i E Z. Then we have u,(vi) = ui+k for all iE Z. Choose an integer such 
that rk > s. Since G is locally m-transitive and u _, # vl , there exists z, E G 
such that zl(vi)=vi for -rk<i<O and z,(z~,)=v: for Ogi<s. Then 
u2=zlu;z, -lu ;’ E N and uz(ui) = vl for 0 < i < s. 
Thus we have shown that for every vertex u and every s > 1, N permutes 
transitively the s arcs (u,, zl,,..., v,)such that ~7~ = u. Since m, n > 3 this 
implies that N acts transitively on Q, and R- and consequently it is locally 
w-transitive. 
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If a is vertex let G, be the fixer of u in G. If IY = (tjO, L’, ..., vr) is an s-arc 
let G, = n,,,,, G,i. With this notation we can state Corollaries 1 and 2. 
COROLLARY 1. IJo = (2r0,..., v,) is an s-arc, then G/N z G,/N,. 
COROLLARY 2. If CJ = (vO, v,) is a l-arc, then N = NrO eN, N,,, .
Corollary 1 follows from the observations that G = G,N and 
N, = Nf? G,. Corollary 2 fohows immediately from Theorem 1 by invoking 
[2: Theorem 6, p. 321. 
THEOREM 2. If G < Aut+ (TM,,); m, n > 3; is locally o-transitive then, 
for every vertex u, G,, is a maximal subgroup of G. 
Proof. We may assume that v E Q+ . Since G acts transitively on .Q, j 
we have to show that this action is primitive. Assume that v E d # {P 1. 
where d is a block in Q+ . Let v’ be a vertex whose distance from L: is 2. Let 
w~d-(v} andlet (vO=v,vl,..., U, = w) be the s-arc joining t’ to 1~. Since 
G is locally o-transitive, w  can choose z E G such that, writing v; = z(ui), 
we have t’; = v, vi is adjacent o v’, and v; # z”. For the same reason there 
exists zI E G such that z,(v)= ~1’ and z,(v:)= vl. Since d is a block, 
Z(E) = U, and z(w) = ui, we have v: E A. Since Z,(E) = LJ’ and zl(cf) = c;, we 
have L” E A. Thus we have shown that every vertex at distance 2 from 11 is in 
d. Clearly this property of v is enjoyed by all elements of A and so d = 0 + . 
This completes the proof. 
We shall now apply Theorem 1 to the group A ‘. 
THEOREM 3. Let (~!#NQA’ and 
N, = NnA,? N, = NnI:A,.JT, N,z=N,nN2; 
N3 = Nn A,,,, N,=NncA,c. N,,=N,nN,. 
Then [N, : Nlz] = [N2: N,,] = 3, [N,: N3$] = [N,: N,,] = 8, and 
Moreover, if N # A’, then all the groups Ni are free. 
Proof: Recall that A acts faithfully on r3 and Ts and so we may view .iz 
as a subgroup of Aut r, and of Aut r,. Since A is o-transitive on rI and r,. 
the groups A n Autf (r,) = (A’, c) and A n Aut+ (r,) = (A’,J~) are locally 
o-transitive on r, and I-,, respectively. Theorem 1 implies that A ’ is locally 
w-transitive on both r, and r,. Let e be the edge A, of r,, see [ 1, Sect. 6j. 
Its endpoints are the vertices u, = A, and V, = yAw. Hence we have 
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NO, = N, and NO, = N2. By Theorem 1, Corollary 2 we have N = N, *,l. Nz 
and it is clear that [N, : N,Z] = [N,: N,,] = 3. Now assume that N # A’. ?t is 
easy to show then that N is torsion-free, see the proof of [ 1, Lemma I]. 
Hence N, QA,,=A, *q,24 and N,nAI=N,nA,=(l}. By 
[2, Theorem 14, p. 561 this Implies that N, is free. The same argument shows 
that N2 is free. The proofs of the assertions about N3 and Ne are similar. 
COROLLARY 1. A is residually finite. 
ProoJ By Section 2 there exists N a A’ such that N # A’ and 
[A’: NJ < 03. Clearly we may assume that N a A. By Theorem 1, 
Corollary 1 we have A’/N z B,,,/N,, where B,=A’nA,. and 
N, = Nn A,. It follows that the free group N, has finite rank. By a result of 
Stebe [3] N is residualy finite. Since [A: N] ( co, A is also residually finite. 
Now we shall consider a special case. Let K = Ker I+Y$ where 
w: A + PGL,(17) is the homomorphism defined in Section 2. The fixer in A’ 
of the vertex v, = A, of r, is the subgroup B, = A’ n A,, = (a, 6, a, /I, x). 
The fixer in A’ of the l-arc (Art,, yAw) is the subgroup V = (a, b, a, ,8> =
(a, b) * (a, p). Let V, be the kernel of the canonical map 
(a, b) * (a, P) -+ (a, b) x (a, P). 
Set N=KnA’, N, =NnA,, and N, z = N n I’. Consider Fig. 1, where the 
numbers indicate indices and i= IPSL,(17)1= 2’. 3’ . 17. By 
[2, Proposition 4, p. 61 V, is free of rank 49. Now it is easy to compute 
r(N,) = r(N,) = 6 13 and r(N,,) = 1837. 
N n.V1 
FIGURE 1 
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A similar computation gives 
r(NJ = r(N,) = 103 and ‘(Iv,,) = 817. 
Let us also mention that the group K has two decompositions 
where K,'s are free groups and [K, : K,,] = 3, [Kz: I(,:] = 2, [K, : Kzlj = 
[K,: Kj3j = 8. The ranks are as follows 
r(K,) = 613, r(K1) = 919, r(K!,)= 1837, 
r(Kj)= r(KJ)= 52, r(K&= 409. 
In conclusion we would like to record the following presentation of 
PSI.4 17): 
PSL,(17) = (x,y: X3 =J’I = (X4’)9 = (-~J+XJ:)3 = I>, 
Indeed if x and 4’ are the matrices pecified inSection 2, then we can easily 
verify that the above relations hold. On the other hand coset enumeration, 
for which we are indebted to C. Sims, shows that the group given by the 
above presentation has the same order as PSL,( 17). 
i[n the last line of f 1, p. 2671 A should be replaced by A’. 
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